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Abstract

This paper highlights and discusses some important design principles and issues for developing an intelligent system for discovery-oriented programming. The envisioned system synthesizes features of Human Computer Interface (HCI) with features of an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). In terms of HCI, the system is capable of providing novices with an open-ended, exploratory, and free discovery programming environment (microworld) that enables them to observe and discover the dynamic behavior of both individual elementary programming concepts and whole programs, and thus build the underlying conceptual knowledge associated with these concepts and a mental model of the programs’ execution. In terms of an ITS, the system is capable of automatically analyzing and debugging novices’ partial solutions for semantic errors during a guided discovery programming phase and provides them with intelligent feedback that guides them in the problem solving process.
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1 Introduction


There are two main reasons behind these difficulties: lack of programming knowledge and lack of programming experience. Programming knowledge deals with the exact syntax and semantics of the programming language constructs being used. This includes understanding the dynamic behavior of programming concepts such as variable declaration and binding, input and output operations, conditional statements, looping constructs and other abstract concepts such as recursion. Programming experience deals with the skill required to connect the low-level syntax and semantics of constructs to produce properly integrated higher-level plans (programs and algorithms) [Bonar 1985, Chi 1982].

In other words, programming experience deals with the ability to put individual programming concepts together to come up with a complete solution for a given problem. This requires acquiring a mental model of how the computer executes the program, so that the reasoning through this execution can become possible.

This paper discusses principle design issues and decisions for developing an intelligent discovery programming system. The envisioned system helps novices to acquire both programming knowledge and programming skill. This is accomplished in two phases:

- In the first phase, the free discovery programming phase, the system helps novices observe and discover the dynamic behavior of individual programming concepts as well as whole programs to build the underlying conceptual programming knowledge needed for problem solving tasks without requiring them to mentally simulate the intricate behavior of the machine.

- In the second phase, the guided discovery programming phase, novices compose and coordinate programing concepts and language constructs, discovered and observed in the first phase, to solve given problems under the intelligent guidance of DISCOVER, and thus transform their programming knowledge into programming skill.

2 Main Design Issues

2.1 An Integrated System Image

A discovery programming system encourages a novice programmer to become an active learner by allowing him to form his own hypotheses, explore his own questions, and draw his own conclusions. The system develops the novice’s
programming knowledge as an opportunistic learner by providing him with an exploration-based, free discovery programming environment in which he can explore programming concepts, discover their dynamic behavior through observation, detect any misconceptions associated with them, and hence build the necessary underlying conceptual programming knowledge. To achieve these goals, a discovery programming system needs to support visibility [du Boulay 1981], program visualization [Myers 1988], and a concrete model of the underlying computer system with which the novice is interacting [Mayer 1981]. du Boulay calls this concrete model of the machine the 'notional machine', while Norman [1983] calls it the 'system image'.

Mayer [1984], Norman [1983], Jones [1984], and Norman [1983] also report that novices learn the concepts of a programming language more effectively and more easily if they are presented with a concrete model of the underlying computing machine. Similar results have been reported by Olson [1986] who suggests that the main difficulty novices confront when learning to program is the assimilation of a model of the computing machine. These findings imply that the clarification of the notional machine facilitates the task of learning to program for novices. However, Jones also reports that providing a static concrete notional machine on its own is not enough and that even when presented with a notional machine, novices tend to build inaccurate models of programs' execution and still have difficulties in comprehending the flow of control in such dynamic concepts as looping constructs, conditional statements and procedure calls. Therefore, a discovery programming system not only needs to present novices with a notional machine but also needs to support program visualization and visibility to allow them visualize how their programs dynamically behave and how hidden and internal changes in the notional machine take place, and thus build a robust model of the program's execution and the machine's behavior. This includes, for example, seeing how variables are named, how they get their values, how the corresponding memory cells in the memory space are affected and how the control flows from one statement to another.

Most existing programming tutors and systems present novice programmers with a static view of the program's execution and its dynamic behavior, ignoring the issue of providing a visible, graphic and concrete base on which novices may build their underlying conceptual programming knowledge and programming skill. Some examples of these systems include Proust [Johnson 1984], Talus [Murray 1985], Aurac (Hasemer 1983), Laura [Adam and Laurent 1980], Spade [Miller 1982] and the Lisp Tutor [Anderson 1985]. As a consequence, novices are required to mentally simulate the execution of the program which they are writing and imagine its dynamic behavior and side-effects: a task they normally fail to accomplish.

Several programming systems have attempted to incorporate some of these design features in their implementation. However, these systems support only one or two of these features and lack an integrated image of the notional machine: the incorporation of visibility and program visualization within a concrete model
of the underlying computer system. Therefore, they fall short of providing a true discovery programming system or environment. Bip [Harr 1976], an ITS for BASIC, through showing pointers which move around the program code as it is executed and changes in the values of variables, supports program visualization and simple visibility. Similar features were also provided by programming systems for FORTRAN [Shapiro 1974], for PASCAL [Nievergelt 1978], and for assembly languages [Schwepp 1973, Shapiro 1974]. Bridge [Bonar 1988] also supports program visualization by highlighting program lines during execution and showing how different programming plans are connected in a graphic and diagrammatic fashion. By supporting the visual execution of whole programs, it becomes possible for these systems to help novices build a mental model of the whole program's execution. However, they lack a truly interactive environment that allows novices not only visualize the dynamic behavior of whole programs but also visualize the behavior of individual programming concepts and language constructs.

Visual Programming systems, such as BALSA [Brown 1986] and Tinker [Lieberman 1985], also attempt to show novices the dynamic behavior of the whole programs and algorithms. However, these systems emphasize the representation of programs in graphical terms, sometimes in more than two dimensions. There is no empirical evidence yet to suggest that visual programming is inherently more effective than conventional linear and text-oriented programming for teaching novices how to program. In fact, as Green [1990] claims, instead of focusing on visual programming and creating new programming notations, one can continue with the existing notation but use enhanced typography to make perceptual cues reflect the notational structure.

2.2 Case-based Reasoning

It has been well advocated even before Socrates' time that people reason about the situations they find themselves in by referring to similar situations that they have experienced, heard or seen. Therefore, a discovery programming system should develop the novice's programming capabilities as a case-based learner by providing him with relevant cases (examples) to help him in tackling his own programming problems. This is different from learning-by-analogy which focuses on issues of analogical transfer: connecting the new material to be learned with the knowledge that already exists in memory [Hoc 1983, Papert 1980, Bonar and Soloway 1985, Anderson 1985, Bayman and Mayer 1984]. When presenting a novice with a description of a problem during the guided discovery programming phase, a discovery programming system should also allow him to look at several example cases or solutions to different but similar problems. These example cases should be designed to have a close mapping onto the current problem. The novice should be able to use the example solution as a model for his own solution by transforming the whole or a part of the example solution into his own solution, replacing and modifying only those individual elements of the
example solution that do not satisfy the new requirements.

2.3 Intelligent Coaching

A discovery programming system develops the novice’s programming skill by providing him with a guided discovery programming phase. In this phase, the novice composes and relates different programming concepts and language constructs to form complete algorithms for given problems. The system monitors the novice’s actions as he moves along the solution path, automatically analyzes partial solutions for semantic errors and misconceptions, and offers intelligent feedback designed to guide the novice toward the correct solution.

Many of the automatic program debugging systems, including Proust [Johnson 1984], Talus [Murray 1986], Aurea [Haemer 1983], Bip [Barr 1987], and Luara [Adam and Laurent 1980], cannot debug partial code segments and wait until the entire program code is completed before attempting any debugging analysis. As a result, these systems lack any rich interaction with novices during program construction and require them to possess a high level of both programming knowledge and programming skill. Automatic program debuggers embodied and incorporated in a discovery programming system should be capable of debugging partial solutions as they are provided by novices. This feature is mandatory for a discovery system to be able to monitor novices’ progress in putting programming concepts and language constructs together, and decide when to interrupt and what to say. Novices can only be expected to have partial programming knowledge of how programming concepts and language constructs work, how they affect the underlying notional machine and how the machine executes and treats whole programs. In a discovery system, this knowledge is expected to be gained during the free discovery programming phase. It is the task of the discovery programming system, through its guided discovery programming phase, to help novices transform their programming knowledge into programming skill.

Several programming systems and tutors support the debugging of partial solutions, among which are the Lisp Tutor [Anderson 1985], Bridge [Bonar 1988], and Gil [Reiser 1988]. Unlike Bridge, which requires the novice to specifically request the automatic analysis of his program (passive-like mode), a discovery programming system, like the Lisp Tutor and Gil, should support active, automatic debugging for it to be able to monitor each and every step that novices may take while moving on a solution path, determine when novices show evidence of misconceptions and decide when to interrupt and what to say. This requires support for possible immediate feedback on both failure and success. However, immediate feedback should not spoil the spirit of discovery learning, and should not impose on novices the rigidity found in the early version of Lisp Tutor, for example. This can be achieved by supporting a more flexible style of tutorial interaction that:
1. Increases the grain size of automatic debugging to a complete expression or statement, not just a single symbol.

2. Permits the user to enter the code in any order, not just left-to-right, and

3. Allows the user to backtrack and delete previously entered code.

By supporting these features, a discovery programming system combines the virtues of both discovery learning and immediate feedback. A further discussion on these principle design issues can be found in Ramadhan [1991].

A new implementation of the Lisp Tutor called a student controlled tutor [Anderson 1990], attempts to ease the rigidity found in the classic version of the tutor. In addition to providing novices with the three features mentioned above, the new tutor also enables them to control the timing of the feedback. However, these features are supported only in the program editing mode during which the tutor has no interaction with the novice. This transition from tutor-controlled interaction to student-controlled interaction makes the new tutor, like Bridge, a passive system that waits for the novice to request automatic analysis of his code, and thus loses the rich interaction with him. In addition, when the novice asks for automatic debugging of his code, the tutor checks over the code in the same sequence as the original version: top-down, left-to-right. Feedback is given on the first error found and the rest of the code is just ignored. Although the new implementation is an improvement, it takes away a very important feature from the tutor: the ability to monitor the novice's progress on the solution path, determine when he shows evidence of misconceptions within their proper and immediate context and decide when to guide him and what to say during interactive tutoring.

3 Conclusion

This paper discusses a framework for designing and developing a discovery programming system. It is argued that a truly robust discovery programming system must be able to allow novices acquire both programming knowledge and programming skill. A discovery system supports novices in the initial free discovery programming phase and the subsequent guided discovery programming phase. In the initial phase, novices observe and discover the dynamic behavior of individual programming concepts as well as of whole programs to build the underlying conceptual programming knowledge. In the subsequent phase, novices compose and coordinate programming concepts and language constructs, observed and discovered in the initial phase, together to solve given problems under explicit intelligent guidance of system's domain expert in order to transform their programming knowledge into programming skill.

The integration of visibility and program visualization within a concrete model of the underlying notional machine, coupled with the case-based reasoning
and the immediacy of intelligent tutoring are expected to provide a discovery programming system with a potential to combine virtues and features of both HCl and ITS to teach novices basic computer programming in a dynamic and conceptually rich way.
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